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Abstract

This paper analyses the dynamics of Italian diplomacy in Albania from the beginning of the 20th century until 1939, when the Fascists occupied Albania. The primary purpose of this paper is to show how the interests of Italy, combined with the political and economic conditions of the country and, more broadly, of the Balkan peninsula, have changed constantly. Considering the Italian and Albanian diplomatic documents and broader literature, this paper will show the dynamics that shaped the development of Italy's foreign policy concerning Albania and the Balkans in the first three decades of the century. Therefore, in the beginning, it will explain why Albania was relevant to Italian interests. In the context of the Balkan wars, Italy shared its interest with the Austria-Hungarian Empire because it aimed also to control the Adriatic Sea. Afterwards, Yugoslavia was one of Italy's rivals on the Peninsula. Being aware that Albania, like other countries in the Mediterranean, enjoys high interest from the great powers, Italy often tried to receive the UK's and France's approval on some of its moves. Hence, international events like the Balkan wars and WWI and Italian and Albanian political leaders did have a relevant role in shaping foreign policy toward the Balkans and Albania.
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1. Introduction to the Italian interest in the Adriatic

The earliest links between Albania and Italy go back to antiquity, between 168 and 395 AC, when the Albanian territory was a province of the Roman Empire. Even after the Ottoman Empire occupied the territory in 395 AC, the Italian interest did not vanish completely. Indeed, some relationships persisted, thanks to the geographical proximity between the two countries. On the other hand, several colonies were created in southern Italy by refugee waves after the Ottoman occupation.1 Hundreds and thousands of Albanians called Arbëresh, from the antique name of Albania (Arbëri), were located and still live in southern regions like Abruzzo, Catanzaro, Taormina, Apulia, etc.2 Likewise, in 1897, during the Congress of Berlin organised by Bismarck, Austro-Hungary and Italy needed assistance to reach an agreement due to the common interests alongside the Adriatic Sea, including Albania's territory.3 In 1887, Italy obtained a free handover of Albania from Bismarck in case Austria extended further into the Balkans.4 Therefore, in 1897, the two countries signed an agreement in Monza (Italy) based on which none would have the initiative to conquer Albania. On the other hand, they would not allow any other power to do so. Moreover, the agreement defined two alternatives for Albania: it would be declared an independent principality detached from the Ottoman Empire, or if this

1 Silvia Trani. L’Unione fra L’Albania e Italia Censimento delle fonti 1939-1945, Pubblicazioni degli Archivi di Stato, Strumenti CLXXIII. Roma: Istituto Poligrafico e Zecca dello Stato, 2007 p. 23
4 Carocci, C., Course of History, the Contemporary Age, Zanichelli, Bologna, 1999, p. 1052
were impossible, Italy and Austria-Hungary would be involved in helping Albania to obtain full self-government.\(^5\)

Under these circumstances, in early 1900, while the Balkans were still under the occupation of the Ottoman Empire, the two European countries were seriously competing regarding Albania. Hereafter, according to the Italian foreign minister, Marquis San Giugliano, Italy had to cultivate a particular interest in the Balkans through the tool of economic development. In other words, it would aim to improve sea and road communication and to build schools and post offices, were necessary. Nevertheless, he was aware of the Albanian national spirit, as he admitted: "Today, the Albanian nation does not have the necessary qualities to govern itself, so it needs to support a large military and naval force. However, Albanians are nationalists, and nowadays, it is impossible to conquer this place without the help of the Turkish military or another army". In addition, he claimed that: "With the strong (Austria-Hungary), we can agree while regarding the weak, it can be overlooked."\(^6\)

Italy was interested in Albania because of its geographic position. The territory enjoys strategic significance in the Adriatic Sea due to the Gulf of Vlora in the South, which has a valuable natural harbour with deep waters protected from the winds. In front of the gulf is the island of Sazan, about 30 meters high and 2.5 miles long. In addition, the Otranto channel, in front of the city of Vlora, which divides the two countries, is only 70 km wide and can serve as a gateway to the Adriatic.\(^7\) The island of Sazan was like a point from which it was possible to monitor the whole bay of Vlora and, in this way, to create a Gibraltar of the Adriatic.\(^8\) Indeed, according to the Italian Minister Titoni, "Albania itself is without importance. The only thing that matters is the coast and ports that can give Italy and Austria-Hungary absolute control of the Adriatic Sea. Neither of the two countries will allow the other to conquer Albania, which is the gateway to the Adriatic"\(^9\).

Therefore, Italian interest in Albania increased after the Ottoman Empire's decline. Furthermore, the Italian Prime Minister of this period, Francesco Crispi (1887–1891), was of Albanian descent, and his advisers strongly encouraged him to visit Albania because it served as a gateway to the Adriatic and Balkan region.\(^10\)

2. Methodology

This paper analyses Italian foreign policy in Albania and the Balkans, mainly based on the archives. Therefore, the paper aims to show how Italian foreign policy changed over the Balkans, including Albania, Yugoslavia, etc., from time to time. Such changes resulted from Europe's political, economic, and political situation. In order to highlight as clearly as possible the transformation of the objectives and strategies of Italy, the primary resources of the Albanian and Italian archives will be explored. Hence, the paper will be based mainly on the State Archives of Albania (AQSh) and precisely the archives of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. Most of these documents are articles published in European countries in the historical period, from well-known newspapers, and reports of the Albanian ambassadors in the continent. Moreover, we will discover Italian diplomatic documents from this period (DDI). These documents consist primarily of reports on meetings between ambassadors and Albanian politicians, including Ahmet Zogu, and guidelines from Rome to Tirana and vice versa. Nevertheless, the paper will follow the chronological method of events by dividing the period following the main factors that marked it. Therefore, the first part of the paper will explore how Italy managed to cultivate its interest in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which was also interested in controlling the Adriatic Sea. The second session will explore Italy's approach at the Paris Conference after WWI and the efforts made in some dimensions, like towards Greece and the Albanian government. The successive session is on how the King of Albania, Ahmet Zogu, opened the door to Italian imperialism indirectly in the Balkan area. The last session will discuss Italy's advance in the Balkan through Albania and the occupation of Albania and Greece. Ultimately, the conclusions will show some aspects of Italy's foreign policy.

3. The Shape of Interest between Italy and the Austro-Hungarian Empire towards Albania (1900-1914)

The documents of this period show that Italy did not have a clear action plan towards Albania. In a 1912 publication in the Journal "Il Resto del Carlino," the parliament member Crispi firmly blamed Depretis, the former prime minister, for not
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exploiting the opportunity given by Austro-Hungary. According to Crispi, it was a mistake for Depretis to not agree to the occupation of Bosnia Herzegovina by Austro-Hungary in 1877, which, in exchange, would have allowed Italy to enter Albania.11

Nevertheless, Albania proclaimed its independence on 28 November 1912. Italy and Austro-Hungary immediately recognised the new state with a joint telegram sent by their ambassadors: “Austria-Hungary and Italy, who have long had great sympathy for the Albanian people, have the greatest interest in the independent development of Albania and will always give their moral support”.12

The support of Austro-Hungary and Italy continued to the London Conference of Ambassadors in 1913. The two states kept the same position, “Albania to the Albanians”. However, the conference proclaimed Albania as a sovereign principality with autonomous, neutral and heritable status, but under the guarantee of six powers. Based on this decision, an International Commission composed of representatives of the six Great Powers and an Albanian representative with a good opportunity for renewal would control the civil and financial administration of the country. Such a decision did not convince Italy and Austro-Hungary. Moreover, they did not have faith in each other. Therefore, they set their intentions through the Secret Treaty of Rome, signed on May 8, 1913, where they established the respective measures to carry out in case of intervention or external actions against the decisions of the London Conference. Indeed, the treaty was kept secret for a long time until the Bolsheviks released it at the end of the Russian Revolution, who dug out the secret Russian archives.13

In addition, to assure access, in 1913, the Italian Society for the Progress of Science in Albania organised a scientific expedition where mineral resources and bituminous sand substances were discovered in the regions of Berat and Devoll. Such discoveries increased the importance of Italian interests towards Albania.

Following both the Conference and the International Commission’s decisions, in March 1914, Albania settled under the monarchy of the German Prince Vilhelm Vied, who remained on the throne for only six months. He abandoned it at the first days of the beginning of the First World War, leaving the country in chaos and uncertainty. Taking advantage of the war and through a careful diplomatic operation with the Great Powers, Italy organised a Humanitarian Sanitary Mission in Valona, through which the Italian Admiral Patris landed at San Nicola Bay on the island of Sazan, in front of the city of Vlora, together with a navy regiment aiming to occupy the town.14

Meanwhile, in Albania with the withdrawal of Prince Vied, three governments were formed: one in the central part of the territory, the government of Durrës directed by Esat Pashë Toptani and supported by the Serbs; one in the north by the Muslim community of Scutari; and one the South in Vlora as a municipal commission. Nevertheless, due to a lack of organisation and resources, the governments could not resist. In 1914 came the capitulation of Esat Pasha Toptani, who, having not found support in Serbia, asked for help from Italy. Such a request was enough for Rome, who sent Sonino as a foreign minister to Albania.15

4. Italian Strategy at the Paris Peace Conference

Italy’s position changed with the evolution of the war, especially after the pact with Russia, France, and the United Kingdom in London on May 23, 1915, from which it assured the territories of Istria and Dalmatia up to Plank. Nevertheless, Italy did not ask for Fiume as it was sure that the Austro-Hungarian Empire was interested in accessing the Adriatic Sea16. Likewise, the pact officially recognised the Italian sovereignty over the island of Sazan17 and assured the control over Vlora.

In July 1917, the Kingdom of Serbia-Croatia Slovenia was established, and it also had interests in Istria and Albania. Meanwhile, Austro-Hungary occupied territories in North Albania, while Greece entered the South. The Italian troops replaced the Austrian Hungarian ones after the empire’s defeat. The Albanian government, composed of pro-
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Italian members, known as the Government of Durrës, was founded with the help of Italy. Headed by Turhan Pashë Përmeti, the government of Durrës represented Albania at the Paris Conference.18

During the conference, Italy had a privileged position as it was included in the core discussion and decision-making because, on the one hand, it was part of the Council of Four through the participation of Orlando, together with Wilson, Lloyd George, and Clemenceau. On the other, it was part of the Council of Ten.19

Nevertheless, Italy had some issues to resolve regarding the Balkans, including Albania and Yugoslavia. Italy aimed to control the Adriatic Sea against the new Serbo-Croat-Slovenian Kingdom, so Italy's priorities were Istria, Fiume, and Dalmatia. The new kingdom had problems with international recognition, so Italy encouraged movements of autonomy in Croatia.

Regarding Albania, Italy exploited Greece's interest in the southern territories and signed an agreement on July 29, 1919, named “Titoni-Venizelos”, following the names of two respective foreign ministers. Based on this, Italy would support Greece in obtaining the Aegean islands except for Rhodos and the south of Albania, which are, concretely, the cities of Gjirokastra and Korça. In exchange, Greece was supposed to support the Italian request for a mandate over Albania and the sovereignty of Vlora. The pact was supposed to remain secret, but it was discovered and triggered deep disappointment in the government and people of Albania.20

Moreover, the Italian government worked on implementing the Secret Pact of London and on manipulating the Albanian government by signing a secret agreement on 20 July 1920. According to such an agreement, a High Council directed by Italy's Ministry of Foreign Affairs would control the government.21 Moreover, a second memorandum was signed between the United States, the United Kingdom, and France on Italy's claims over the Adriatic. In a certain way, this memorandum approved once again the sovereignty of Italy over Vlora.22 The Italian Prime Minister Orlando and the Foreign Minister Sonnino aimed to extend the Italian influence beyond the Adriatic Sea and obtained Dalmatia and Fiume.23

The situation changed in the early months of 1920 when the war of Vlora began. Even though it was a form of popular protest, with primitive means and without a proper organisation, it was powerful. Therefore, Italy's approach towards Albania took a different turn. In his speech to the Italian Senate, Prime Minister Giolitti stated on 15 September 1925, “We have talked about our protectorate over Albania, but Albania is a country that has always been jealous of its independence. Albania does not want our protectorate, and we have no right to impose ourselves on it. We must remain true to our position for Albania's absolute independence. We need friendly people beyond the Adriatic”.24 Despite this official claim, Giolitti, in his memoirs on the European war, stated that Italy was more interested in a completely independent Albania so that no power could stop in its waters. According to Giolitti, Albania would never be a power to fear or a power that could stop Italy's shipping. Under wartime circumstances, if Italy had been strong, it would not have needed Vlora. Otherwise, if it was weak, it had to abandon her. In the end, Italy was only interested in the island of Sazan, through which it could control and stop every ship anchored in Vlora.25

The war of Vlora finished with a protocol signed on February 20, 1920. It established the withdrawal of Italian troops from all Albanian territory except that of Sazan Island. The protocol, which gave an unclear status to Italy, was never registered at the League of Nations, and none of the parties ever published it.26

Hence, Italy could succeed in achieving its objectives towards Albania, as it was recognised as a guarantee of Albania's independence. Such a role was justified by the fact that a considerable number of the Albanian population was already living in Italy. It intended that Italy was the guarantee of all the borders, especially if Italian strategic interests were touched.27 Nevertheless, the author Borgogni explains that Italy agreed with the UK not to hinder the work of the British Oil company in Albanian territory. However, the British government directly negotiated with the Prime Minister of the Durrës government, based on which the Albanian government recognised the exclusivity of the Anglo-Persian company
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to explore almost 200,000 hectares and another 50,000 hectares in case of joyous exploration. On the other hand, the territories of Kosovo were given to Yugoslavia and Çamëria to Greece. With the end of the Peace Conference, Italy declared “war zones” in all of Albania’s occupied areas, causing obstacles to the free movement of goods and people. In addition, it initiated a policy of cultural expansion towards Albania by building elementary and professional schools in Vlora, Durrës and Shkodër, where Italian was the only language. Italy’s strategy was based on Albanian society’s Italianization and the national spirit’s neutralisation. Somehow, it was in line with Wilson’s 14 points, which stated that some European states needed the assistance of a developed country.

The schools established in Albania were part of the strategy to compete with the Austro-Hungarian schools opened mainly in the northern part of the country, where the Catholic religion is more relevant. However, the cultural approach followed in Albania was different from the one followed in the Balkan states because it was most oriented toward fascistisation, not just the Italianization of society. On the other hand, Italian diplomacy neutralised every kind of influence from any other European country. In addition, the focus was to enforce the nationalist sentiment of the Albanians to enhance the irredentist policy that was part of fascism. Therefore, the Italian government financed several publications on the national Albanian hero Gjergj Kastrioti Skenderbeu, the Journal of Albanology, etc.

However, this autonomous policy helped to birth the nationalistic wave in Italy, which later brought Mussolini to power in 1922.

5. How Ahmet Zogu Opened the Doors to Italy (1924-1928)

The coming of Ahmet Zogu to power was good news for Italy because Zogu, on the one hand, was a fan of Mussolini. On the other, he intended to rely on Italian support for the country's economic development. Italy was the only choice because the League of Nations could not support Albania financially; Serbia was not a choice as it supported its opponents in 1920-1924; the USA and UK did not show interest in helping, except for some weak humanitarian resources.

Nevertheless, Mussolini did not accept immediately, but he first asked for the opinion of the United Kingdom. He hesitated because Zogu refused to acknowledge the role given to Italy by the Ambassador’s Conference. However, Mussolini accepted contributing to the development of the Albanian economy by recognising the just-established Republic of Albania. Such a step opened the way for the signature of the Navigation Pact between the two countries, based on which Albania would not allow any other country to build monopolies or request concessions that could affect the Italian economic interests. Hence, the Italian merchant ships were excluded from the taxes on the Albanian territory.

The agreement also regulated the workers’ exchange, the creation of settlers, and other interests in the field of work for Italian and Albanian citizens. Nevertheless, the Albanian Parliament never ratified the pact, but one month later, it was followed by the agreement on consular services.

However, the Italian hegemony was enforced with further agreements in 1925. In May, the agreements regarding the SVEA company "Society for Economic Development of Albania", the contract for the establishment of the Bank of Albania, the Pact on Friendship known as the First Pact of Tirana, with a duration of five years, which guaranteed a military alliance between the two countries and aimed at strengthening mutual relations. According to the estimations of this period, there are about 50 million golden francs invested in Albania by Italy, where 14.800.000 francs were invested in streets, 8.800.000 million in harbors, constructions, 2.200.000 francs in railways,
6.735.000 for buildings, 485.000 for posts-telegraph, 5.000.000 for agriculture and 335.000 as scholarships. Nevertheless, most of the infrastructures built in this period were aimed at military reasons. For instance, the streets selected for construction led towards Yugoslavia. Nevertheless, most of the infrastructures built in this period were aimed at military reasons. For instance, the streets selected for construction led towards Yugoslavia.

The Pact of Friendship alarmed Yugoslavia, who immediately, with the support of France, undertook a military action on the Albanian North border and reported the fact to Germany and the UK. As a counterweight, France and Yugoslavia signed a treaty of friendship and alliance. As for the United Kingdom, it agreed to accept that because Italy would bring prosperity, peace and order, which would benefit political stability in the Mediterranean. These developments made Zogu insecure, so he pushed for the second pact with Italy in 1927, which lasted twenty years. Hence, Mussolini succeeded in having direct control over the Otranto channel. Zogu, on the other hand, managed to defend itself from Greece and Yugoslavia because the pact determined that Italy had the right to intervene militarily in case of attacks towards Albania.

Also, Italy implemented economic hegemony with the SVEA fund, which invested in a debt of 50 million lire, with the participation of Italian companies in a series of public works on the infrastructure, starting from 1927. This was necessary to enforce Italian imperialism and, simultaneously, to enforce the power of Ahmet Zogu, whose presidential mandate would end in 1928. The fund seemed a possibility for development, but indeed, it was a possibility to ensure the Italian monopoly on almost all Albanian products, like tobacco, salt, etc. The Italian money invested in Albania, but especially in Zogu’s pockets, would go missing if he could not be re-elected as head of state after 1928. Therefore, the contribution of money given to him for enforcing his power would disappear. In this case, Italy would necessitate investing from the beginning. For this reason, Italy planned to transform the Republic of Albania into a kingdom with Zogu as a King. Minister Ugo Sola proposed to Zogu the regime’s transformation from republic to kingdom. The plan was part of the Italian strategy, which included the defence alliance and the future king’s marriage.

Just one night before the proclamation of the kingdom, on August 31, 1928, Zogu signed another secret agreement for building the necessary infrastructure for the implementation of the Second Pact of Tirana, which was all about the military enforcement against Yugoslavia. After the proclamation of the Kingdom, a complex relationship between Italy, the Kinga and the Balkans just started.

6. The Advance of Italy in the Balkans through the Kingdom of Albania

Mussolini asked Chamberlain in the meetings in Livorno in 1926 and Florence in 1929 before starting his hegemony in Albania. The British Prime Minister agreed to approve such hegemony because, for the UK, the only interest in the Balkan was the economic interest of the oil resources to be exploited. They have agreed to keep the status quo in Albania and the Balkans. Moreover, based on the press publications, the UK even agreed to peace between Italy, Yugoslavia and France. Nevertheless, all of Europe commented that the Kingdom of Albania was a product of Italy and for the Italian interests in the Balkans.

The relations between Italy and Zogu started to change immediately after the proclamation of the Kingdom. The Italian diplomatic documents, mainly consisting of reports from the Italian ministers in the country, show that Zogu was a complex figure who tried to discharge himself from every responsibility. Based on these documents, Zogu, most of the
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time, was ambiguous and selfish. Italian diplomats' reports show that maybe it was Italy's responsibility to enforce his position and power within the country. Nevertheless, Zogu tried not to repress the anti-Italian forces in the country. Therefore, Mussolini signed the Italian–Yugoslavian Friendship Pact in 1928 to give the new king a lesson.\(^{50}\) Italy continued to invest in Albania's military enforcement through investments and the military presence in the country. On the other hand, Italy invested in schools to gain the people's sympathy. As author Di Nolfo claims, Mussolini knew that the Balkans were not soil for the colony; therefore, other sophisticated ways were necessary.\(^{51}\) Part of this approach was the debt of 10 million francs to Albania in 1931, with the condition of sending Italian colonists into the most fertile zone of Albania and the army to pass under the total control of Italy.\(^{52}\) Meanwhile, the fascist propaganda admitted in the press that Italy was aiming for the destruction of Yugoslavia and getting the territories of Kosovo, Macedonia, Montenegro, Dalmatia and Croatia.\(^{53}\)

In October 1930, the Balkan states, led by Turkey, started the organisation of a Balkan Entente (Treaty) to ensure common borders. The pact was signed in 1934 between Greece, Turkey, Romania and Yugoslavia to guarantee the security of their Balkan borders. They would cooperate to protect their common interests as provided by the treaty itself, and the Balkan states would not take any initiative against any other Balkan state that was not part of the Entente. On the other hand, these four states pledged not to undertake political obligations against any other Balkan country without the consensus of the signatories. The pact would be opened to other states that would not harm any parties.\(^{54}\) Nevertheless, Albania stayed away from the pact because Zogu was interested in improving its relationship with Italy, even though a considerable number of Albanian minorities were living inside the borders of Yugoslavia.\(^{55}\) Turkey tried to include Albania in the Treaty, but in a meeting of the Turkish ambassador in Rome and Mussolini, it was harsh and automatically refused this option.\(^{56}\) Albania never showed any official request to be part of the pact, and according to the author Tomas, Zogu was aiming to be paid by Italy not to be included in the pact.\(^{57}\)

The exclusion of Albania from the Balkan Entente showed to the world that Italy was de facto the controller of Albania and, as a consequence, of the Adriatic Sea. At this time, even the big powers, like the UK, understood that Italy had become influential in the Balkans.\(^{58}\)

Hence, the pact was a significant turning point in Italian foreign policy in the mid-30s. On one hand, Italy realised it could not cross the Albanian border to jump into the Balkan. On the other hand, Zogu realised how relevant he was and increased his claims for more money, for which he received further isolation in return. Moreover, the great powers like the UK realised that Italy now had possession and control of the Adriatic Sea, somehow with their permission.\(^{59}\) Consequently, it changed the approach towards Yugoslavia. In 1935, the foreign minister Ciano started the negotiations for a treaty of non-attack and trade in the Adriatic. Zogu tried to be part of it, but Italy denied the negotiations. Such negotiations were accompanied by public declarations that the Entente was against the League of Nations principles and aimed to annex 12 islands from Greece. The idea of Italy was to confuse the Balkans and to teach Zogu about its reduced importance in the area.\(^{60}\)

Nevertheless, Mussolini was manipulating international public opinion on the peace in the Balkan because, in 1935, he occupied Ethiopia. In addition, in 1937, he made a gentlemen's agreement with London to keep the peace in the Mediterranean Sea. In the same year, it signed an agreement with Turkey, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia and tried to do the same with France. However, it did not accept to recognise the Italian Empire's expansion in Africa.

After the occupation of Ethiopia, the League of Nations undertook sanctions against Italy, which Albania voted against. At this point, Zogu was isolated from the great powers, as the British ambassador argued in a meeting in Sofia when he was asked to support Albania with a friendship treaty.\(^{61}\)
In 1937, Italy concluded an economic treaty with Yugoslavia, where it recognised the Empire of Italy over Ethiopia and where the two states also engaged in defending the common borders over the Adriatic Sea. Moreover, Italy started to negotiate by signing agreements with Turkey and Bulgaria, and it seemed like it was hoping for peaceful relations in the Balkans. However, the situation changed with the setting of power of Hitler in Germany. Mussolini extended his ambitions with Mare Nostrum, intending to develop his imperialism in the African continent. In 1939, he occupied Albania, and in 1940, he attacked Greece from the south of Albania, but it was a miscalculation. Italy pretended to win quickly and gain control over the Mediterranean. The invasion was a disaster because Italy not only lost militarily but almost lost control over Albania because soldiers from Albania refused to fight with their neighbours. (Cliadakis, 1974).

7. Conclusions

At the end of this paper, we can conclude that Italian foreign policy towards Albania and the Balkans has been complex, multidimensional and always on metamorphosis.

First, Italy's interest in Albania and the Adriatic Sea has been evident since ancient times. However, the occupation of the Balkans by the Ottoman Empire took such interest aside for centuries. However, Italian interests had to be shared with the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which also needed access to the sea. Domination over the Adriatic was an idea that had been around since the coming of fascism into power in 1922.

However, Albania was just a part of the Balkan interest in Italy. Dalmatia and Fiume were also strategic points and objectives to obtain in the interest of Italy.

Second, the Italian idea of foreign policy is based on treaties and diplomacy when dealing with powerful states. On the other hand, it is based on imperialism through economic control when dealing with weak ones like Albania. Hence, Italian diplomacy carefully maintained good relations with the UK and France and tried to have sustainable agreements until 1935. This is confirmed, for instance, with several meetings between Mussolini and the Prime Minister of the UK to support its policy over the Balkans.

Third, Italian foreign policy is often based on secret treaties with the great powers, as explained in the session on the Conference of Peace in Paris, such as the secret treaty Tittoni – Venizelos or the secret treaty of Rome. Sometimes, manipulation and rumours are used as working tools in Italian diplomacy, as shown in the case of the Balkan Entente.

Fourth, we can conclude that Italian foreign policy towards Albania has been a policy of imperialism and colonialism. Such imperialism could build a multidimensional hegemony like military, economic, financial, cultural, educational, agricultural, and administrative because, as Mussolini stated, the Balkans are not lands for colonies; therefore, we must conquer them using other methods.
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